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Cuban Author Study on Jose Marti, Carmen A. Deedy & Antonio O. Rodríguez By: Mayladys Gonzalez Children’s Literature Unit for Grade 1



Introduction: Cuba has a lot of great authors but I decided to do a study on three authors. Jose Marti is one of the greatest authors that Cuba has had. I remember that my parents always used to read me books by him. When I was little my mother used to read me an amazing book by Jose Marti wrote called La Edad de Oro which is an extraordinary book full of poems. Another great author is called Carmen Agra Deedy who writes books containing animal fantasy, folktales, tales, and funny stories. The last Cuban author I will talk about is Antonio Orlando Rodríguez who writes children literature books. As a future elementary teacher I feel that children should learn about other cultures along with where they live. I feel that these authors touch topics like poetry, concepts, and rhyming. I believe that doing an author study on Cuban authors was a good opportunity for children to learn about another culture children’s literature authors.



Guiding Questions: What are the components of a poem? What are some things that we can learn from books? What makes Cuban authors unique? How do the three authors relate and why? How does their culture affect the themes and style of their writing? What is the purpose of books? What is a folktale?



About the Authors: Jose Marti Jose Marti was born in Havana, Cuba in 1853. At the age of seventeen he was exiled to Spain for his disagreement to colonial rule. Based on his experiences, he published a brochure revealing the shocks of political captivity in Cuba. Marti graduated form the University of Saragossa and later moved to Mexico City where he began his literacy career. In 1878 he went back to Cuba under a general amnesty. He conspired in opposition to the Spanish authorities and again was expelled. Marti then went to New York for a year and then to Venezuela for a while, but quickly moved to New York from 1881 to 1885. He is considered one of the greatest writers in the Hispanic world. Jose political views were very strong



that he devoted his life into ending the colonial rule in Cuba at that time. Through Jose Marti’s work we are able to read and learn that Marti thought that freedom and justice should be the foundation of any administration. Some of his children books are the following; Los Zapaticos de Rosas and La Edad de Oro.



Antonio Orlando Rodriguez Antonio Orlando Rodriguez was born in Ciego de Avila, Cuba in 1956. He is licensed editor for the University of Havana Cuba. He has visited Colombia, Costa Rica, and currently in the United States. Rodriguez has written children literature books to adult novels. Throughout his career he has published many children’s and juvenile books. He has won awards for many of his writings for example The Last Masquerade and Chiquita. Rodríguez is a Cuban novelist who won this year’s Premio Alfaguara de Novela for Chiquita. His tour book took him to visit New York City this year in May. During his time there he was interviewed by reporters that asked him about his newest achievements. After the event was done many people lined up to meet him and have him autograph their books. This author was talked to Críticas about his award winning novel Chiquita and he answered lots of questions for example, “What part of it did you enjoy the most?, Who is your favorite character and why?, Who is that character based on and why did you choose that way to tell Chiquita’s story?, and many more questions about the book.



Carmen Agra Deedy Carmen Agra Deedy was born in Havana, Cuba. Carmen immigrated to the United States with her family in 1963 after the result of the Cuban Revolution. Carmen is the author of six children’s books called Tree Man, The Secret of Old Zeb, The Last Dance, The Yellow Star, and Agatha's Feather Bed: Not Just Another Wild Goose Story. This author Deedy has performed as a storyteller at bookstores, at schools, at conferences, and at museums all over the country and in Canada. Deedy has three daughters and lives currently in Atlanta, Georgia. She has performed at the Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, on Broadway at the New Victory Theater, the Kennedy Center, at DC, at the Disney Institute, and at many other storytelling festivals nationwide. One of her books, Library Dragon has recently been performed on stage. Carmen Deedy has received awards for many of her books. In 2008 she was awarded a Pura Belpre Medal for the Marina the Beautiful Cockroach: A Cuban Folktale. She also won awards for was The Library Dragon which was Georgia’s top 25 reading list in 2002. One of her other books, The Secret of Old Zeb, also won awards called 1997 award of Merit, Southern Book Competition, Southeastern library association. And lastly the book called, Tree Man, won in 1993 Georgia author of the



year for juvenile literature. Want to learn more? Check out these websites! Jose Marti Biography and List of Works http://www.fiu.edu/~fcf/jmarti.html http://www.litweb.net/biography/274/Jose_Marti.html Carmen Agra Deedy http://www.carmendeedy.com/ http://www.callofstory.org/en/call/professional/deedy.asp Antonio Orlando Rodriquez http://www.alfaguara.santillana.es/autor/antonio-orlando-rodriguez/492/ Day One Introductory Activity: We will begin our Cuban author study by the teacher posing open ended questions to the children about the three authors Jose Marti, Carmen Deedy, and Antonio O. Rodriquez. The teacher will then play a video on each of the three author’s life. The teacher will play a video about Jose Marti called America Becomes a World Power: Jose Marti. This video will show how Jose Marti. The teacher will show a video about Carmen Deedy winning an award a national book festival in 2002 so children see that she is in reality a great writer. The video of Antonio Orlando Rodríguez, show the author getting an award for a book he wrote called Chiquita. After the videos we will talk about what we liked about each others life? The teacher will talk about how each author has their own way to writing a book for example tales, fiction, or nonfiction. We will have an activity where children will have the opportunity to learn about the types of children books that these Cuban authors have written. We will make a list on the board of the number of books that the three authors have written. The teacher will pass out to the children some of the books that these authors have written so they are able to see what they look like. Reference for the videos http://videos.howstuffworks.com/hsw/5385-america-becomes-a-world-powerjose-marti-video.htm



http://www.carmendeedy.com/video/DeedyNationalBookFestival2002_large.mov http://www.alfaguara.santillana.es/premio-alfaguara/



Annotated Bibliography: Los Zapaticos de Rosas by Jose Marti, 1999 This story is about a little rich girl who meets a poor sick girl at the beach and gives her new pink shoes to the sick girl. The lives of the two different girls meet and engage together for a moment. The girls’ fantasy becomes the other girls’ reality. Some of the points of discussion the book brings up are social values and moral issues for example issues of equality and sympathy. This book could be used to talk about poetry and Jose Marti’s works and life as a Cuban poet and historian. The book overall has a big social message and it’s a charming story. La Edad de Oro by Jose Marti, 2002 José Martí reveals in this retelling of mythology his Latin-Americanist project. The book contains over 20 poems that Marti has written. This book can be used to teach poetry to young children. Each story of the book has many illustrated pictures about each story or poem.



Martina the Beautiful Cockroach: A Cuban Folktale by Carmen Agra Deedy, 2007 This book is about a Cuban folktale on a 21 year old cockroach named Martina Josefina Catalina Cucaracha. She is ready to get married but her grandmother tells her that in order to find out how the man deals with his temper she has to pour coffee on his shoe. Catalina the cockroach does not want to do the coffee test but still does it. Her perfect husband turns out to be a mouse called Perez, a mouse who also has a Cuban grandmother. The author integrates into a work of animal fantasy or makes it an effective piece of multicultural literature. Tree Man by Carmen Deedy, 1900 Deedy grafts a flimsy Christmas story onto a not terribly well-thought-out (but suitably trendy) earthfriendly message of the sort that is becoming all too familiar. Then a plane fly’s low over the jungle lets loose a bag of mail, the trio come across a Christmas card featuring Santa, a load of presents and a Christmas tree. The book is appropriate for children aged 4 to 8. The Library Dragon by Carmen Agra Deedy, 1994 The tale copes to reduce the librarian's scaly skinfiguratively and literally. The author is a talented storyteller, and children will probably like her numerous wordplay and puns. White heads off imminent cutesiness with droll, stylized illustrations, filled with vibrant color. The book is full of comical information. The book is appropriate for children aged 6 to 10. Agatha’s Feather Bed: Not Just Another Goose Story by Carmen A. Deedy, 1991 Carmen Deedy is a professional storyteller. She spins a riotous morality tale in Agatha's Feather Bed. Agatha, a weaver, orders a new feather bed from B.B. Lean, then six shivering, naked geese pay her a visit . . . but, as it turns out, her goose isn't cooked.



The Last Dance by Carmen A. Deedy, 1995 Ninny and Bessie swear each other that if one of them dies the other will dance on the deceased one's grave, and the promise helps their love endure even after death.



The Secret of Old Zeb by Carmen A. Deedy, 1997 A boy packed his things up and left off with his Great Auntortensia which he plans to stay for awhile. His parents dream one day of climbing Mount Kilimanjaro. Walter fears that he is in for the worst summer ever. But then he befriends a mysterious neighbor, Old Zeb, a lonely grizzled sailor who builds ships in bottles. Many unexpected things happen in this tale. This book is appropriate for ages 6 to10. Que extranos son los terricolas by Antonio Orlando Rodriguez, 2006 This story is called in English Earthlings, How Weird they are. This book would be great to incorporate into a science lesson plan. The appropriate age level for this book is from 5 to 7 years old.



Romerillo En La Cabeza by Antonio Orlando Rodriguez, 2005 This book is about a young gentleman that discovers one morning that he has a flower growing out of his head. He was known by everyone because of what he has on his head and is teased about. This book has a moral to acknowledge everyone for who they are and to value them as well. This book could be used to value each others for what they are and treating everyone the same.



Adivinalo si Puedes by Antonio Orlando Rodriguez, 2003 This is a story about that has a lot of riddles on music, math, famous poets, water, kitchen, letters, the human body, animals, fruits, vegetables, fire, and shadows. This book is appropriate for children 9 to 12 years old.



Day Two Lesson One1A. Sunshine State Standards:



1B. Goal 3 Standards



Language Arts



Standard 2 - Information Managers Interpret and explain concepts and ideas in information.



Literary Analysis Identify rhyme, rhythm, alliteration, and patterned structures in poems for children (LA.1.2.1.4). Writing Application Participate in writing simple stories, poems, rhymes, or song lyrics (LA.1.4.1.2). Pre·Writing Generating ideas from multiple sources (e.g., brainstorming, webbing, drawing, group discussion, other activities); (LA.1.3.1.1) Revising Creating clarity by marking out repetitive text, adding additional details by using a caret and replacing general words with specific words (LA.1.3.3.2).



Standard 2 - Effective Communicators Composing effective communications using planning, editing, and revising strategies Standard 2 - Creative and Critical Thinkers Use creative thinking skills to generate new ideas. Standard 2- Cooperative Workers Contribute to group goals/work. Standard 1- Effective Leaders Achieve goals be communicating beliefs, feelings, values, and ideas to others.



2. Objectives Using the books of Jose Marti, TLW identify two kinds of poetry forms among his books at 100 % accuracy (knowledge). After doing a lesson on poetry, TLW create a poem by using books of José Marti as references with 80% accuracy (synthesis).



3. Assessment & Evaluation Initial The teacher will read La Edad de Oro to the students. The teacher will do a KWL chart with the class writing the answers on the board. Informal: The teacher will have a lecture to the class about poems. The teacher will explain the components of poems to the class. Describing how poems have rhythms, patterns, structures, and lyrics. In groups of four the students will complete a handout about poems. Formal Students will write a poem using Jose Marti books.



4. Introduction to Lesson: “Good morning class. Today we are going to focus on a Cuban author called Jose Marti. Does anyone know what a poem is? “We are going to learn about his poetry.” (Students will be expected to respond) (The teacher will read a book to the class.) I will read a book to you today called La Edad de Oro.



5. Materials La Edad de Oro by: Jose Marti Los Zapaticos de Rosas by: Jose Marti Pencils / Pens Paper



6. Technology Integration The students will use the books to find information.



7. Teacher Presentation or Facilitation: “Good morning class. Today we are going to focus on a Cuban author called Jose Marti. Does anyone know what a poem is? We are going to learn about poetry.” (Students will be expected to respond) “Through his books we will learn about poetry.” (Students will be expected to respond) The teacher will read a book to the class. “I will read a book to you today called La Edad de Oro.” “Wow, this book has kinds of poems. Can any one name any?” (Students are expected to answer; the teacher will wait a while before continuing on. If no one knows the answer than the teacher will say some.) “Let’s do a KWL chart.” (Students are expected to say what they know about poems, what they want to learn and at the end of the lesson they will say what they learned.) “Does anyone know anything about poems?” (Teacher waits a while and then asks again if no one answers.) “We sure know a lot about poems.” “Now what do we want to learn about poems? (Students will say things like well what makes a poem, who writes poem, and why they are used?) “Yes, that sounds like an interesting thing we should find out?” “Well, class we know that poems have rhymes patterns, structures, and lyrics.” (The students we learn about poems through the teacher lecture about poems.) “I will pick groups of fours to work on a handout. While everyone gets together in their groups I will pass out the assignment. Everyone is expected to complete a worksheet and work together to answer the questions.” (Students will get into groups of four and complete the assignment together.) “I will come around to each group and check how everyone is doing. Please use inside voices at all times.” (Students are working together. The teacher will be writing down in her checklist how the groups are doing and how she sees each child contributing to the answers.) “I am amazed how everyone is working together and completing their assignment. In a few minutes we will go over the answers.” “Boys and girls what time think they have all the right answers.” (Groups are expected to think, decide, and raise their hands to answer.) “Wow, group there are two groups with the right answers you sure worked hard and listen through my lecture. The two groups that got all the answers correct will earn a star for this week. There will be lots of opportunities for everyone to earn stars for the event on Friday.” “I want to collect the worksheets form everyone so please pass it in. Don’t forget to write your name on it.” (Students pass in the assignment.) “Now we are going to write a poem of our own. Everyone please take out a piece of paper and start writing down ideas for the poem.” (Students are brainstorming coming up with things they may want to include their poem.) “Everyone please look at the KWL chart so you all know what a poem should have.” (Students will use the KWL chart for reference for their poems.)



7. Teacher Presentation or Facilitation (Continued) “I will walk around the classroom to help those who need me” (Students will be at their desks writing their poems. The teacher will make notes of each student’s progress and understanding about poems as she talks to them.) “I am impressed with the poems that you all have created they are all interesting.” (Students will be at their desks writing their poems.) “As you finish place it in your portfolio and remember that all are work about the authors will be displayed in the presentation to your parents.”



8. Differentiated Instruction ESOL students will be able to be in a group with a bilingual student. ESOL students are allowed to write in their native language. ESE students can type their poem on the computer. ESE students will only have to make a one line poem. Auditory learners are able to listen to the books on tape.



Day Three Lesson One1A. Sunshine State Standards:



1B. Goal 3 Standards



Language Arts



Standard 2- Information Managers Interpret and explain concepts and ideas in information.



Technology The student develops the essential technology skills for using and understanding conventional and current tools, materials and processes use appropriate available technology resources (e.g., writing tools, digital cameras, and drawing tools) to present thoughts, ideas, and stories. (LA.1.6.4.1). Reading Comprehension The student uses a variety of strategies to comprehend grade level text retell the main idea or essential message (LA.1.1.7.3).



Standard 4 - Effective Communicators Engage in receptive communication. Standard 2 - Creative and Critical Thinkers Use creative thinking skills to generate new ideas.



Fiction The student identifies, analyzes, and applies knowledge of the elements of a variety of fiction and literary texts to develop a thoughtful response to a literary selection retell the main events (e.g., beginning, middle, end) in a story (LA.1.2.1.2). Visual Arts Aesthetic and Critical Analysis The student assesses, evaluates, and responds to the characteristics of works of art uses age-appropriate vocabulary to describe, analyze, interpret, and make judgments about works of art (VA.D.1.1.1). Skills and Techniques The student understands and applies media, techniques, and processes uses art materials and tools to develop basic processes and motor skills, in a safe and responsible manner (VA.A.1.1.2).



2. Objectives Given six books of Carmen Deedy, TLW develop a storybook about a retelling of one of her books at 100% accuracy (synthesis). By themselves TLW illustrate their storybooks at 80% accuracy (comprehension). Without support from the teacher, TLW explain their storybook to the classroom at 100% accuracy (comprehension).



3. Assessment & Evaluation Initial The teacher will read to the students all six books of Carmen Deedy. The teacher will stop to go over or emphasize something on the book. Informal Students will make a storybook based on a book of Carmen Deedy. The students have to illustrate their storybooks as well. The teacher will walk around the classroom checking for their understanding of the books through their work. Formal The students will each read their storybook to the class. TLW show the class the pictures to their storybooks. 4. Introduction to Lesson: The teacher will read to the students all six books of Carmen Deedy. The teacher will stop to go over important parts of the book. “Boys and girls another incredible Cuban author who we will study today is Carmen Deedy. She writes colorful, funny, and wonderful children’s books. We will start the day today by reading an exciting and colorful book she wrote called Martina the Beautiful Cockroach. This book is based on a Cuban folktale.” “Now we are going to read another book called The Secret of Old Zeb. Another book called The Last Dance. We will now read two animal fantasy books called The Library Dragon and Agatha’s Feather Bed. The last book I will read today is Tree Man.”



5. Materials Six Books of Carmen Deedy Printed copies of all six books Paper Pencil Construction Paper Markers Crayons Glue



6. Technology Integration The students will use Carmen Deedy six books to develop the storybook.



7. Teacher Presentation or Facilitation: “Boys and girls another incredible Cuban author that we will study is Carmen Deedy. She writes folktales, animal fantasy, and fiction children’s books. We will start the day today by reading an exciting and colorful book she wrote called Martina the Beautiful Cockroach. This book is based on a Cuban folktale.” This book is based on a Cuban folktale.” “Now we are going to read another book called The Secret of Old Zeb. Another book called The Last Dance. We will now read two animal fantasy books called The Library Dragon and Agatha’s Feather Bed. The last book I will read today is Tree Man.” (Students are expected to sit and listen to the books. The students can ask questions at the end of each book to the teacher.) “Now we are going to make a storybook about any of Deedy books. Everyone will have to choose a book to create their story. “(Students have to decide which book they liked best and do their storybook on.) “I will call six students at a time to look at the books and decide which one they want to use for their storybooks.” (Students will examine the books and take the copied book to their desks and start their storybooks.) “Everyone has to take the copied book to their desks and not the original book. I will pass out construction paper so that you can make your storybooks. Be creative and use your imaginations. “ “I will walk around the classroom to help everyone.” (The teacher will make notes of the all the students progression.) “Remember you should all illustrate your storybooks as well. Be creative.” (The students will be coloring and writing in their storybooks.) “I love the illustrations that you all are coming up with.” “Wow everyone made beautiful storybooks.” “Who wants to volunteer in sharing their books with the class first. Everyone has to read their storybook and show the illustration of each page.” (Students will raise their hands and share the book to the class.) “I want everyone to ask questions and give good comments to their classmates after they have finished sharing their books.” (Students will hear their classmates’ comments on their books.) “Remember everyone is sharing their books with the class. “ “If no one else wants to volunteer, I will now call the rest of the class in alphabetic order.” (All the students are called on and they all share with the class and hear comments.) “As you finish place it in your portfolio and remember that all are work about the authors will be displayed in the presentation to your parents.” “We have had a day full of writing and coloring tomorrow we will learn about another Cuban author called Antonio Orlando Rodriguez.”



8. Differentiated Instruction ESOL students will be allowed to write in their native language. ESE students will only have to do a one page storybook. ESE students that have fine motor skill problems will have cut out words to create their one page storybook. ADD students will be given colorful construction paper to write their storybook. Auditory learners are able to listen to the books on tape.



Day Four Lesson One1A. Sunshine State Standards:



1B. Goal 3 Standards



Language Arts



Standard 2 - Effective Communicators Composing effective communications using planning, editing, and revising strategies.



Pre·Writing The student will use prewriting strategies to generate ideas and formulate a plan generating ideas from multiple sources (e.g., brainstorming, webbing, drawing, group discussion, other activities) (LA.1.3.1.1). Drafting The student will write a draft appropriate to the topic, audience, and purpose organizing details into a logical sequence that has a beginning, middle, and end (LA.1.3.2.2). Editing for Language Conventions The student will edit and correct the draft for standard language conventions end punctuation for sentences, including periods, question marks, and exclamation points (LA.1.3.4.6). Vocabulary Development The student uses multiple strategies to develop grade appropriate vocabulary listen to, read, and discuss both familiar and conceptually challenging text (LA.1.1.6.2).



Standard 2 - Information Managers Interpret and explain concepts and ideas in information. Standard 2 - Creative and Critical Thinkers Use creative thinking skills to generate new ideas.



Reading Comprehension The student uses a variety of strategies to comprehend grade level text identify the text structures an author uses (e.g., comparison/contrast, cause/effect, and sequence of events) (LA.1.1.7.7). Social Studies Time, Continuity, and Change [History] The student understands historical chronology and the historical perspective knows a family history through two or three generations (e.g., customs, beliefs, and traditions of ancestors and their homelands) (SS.A.1.1.3). Foreign Language Culture The student understands the relationship between the perspectives and products of culture studied and uses this knowledge to recognize cultural practices participate in ageappropriate cultural activities (e.g., games, songs, birthday celebrations, storytelling, dramatizations, and role playing). (FL.B.1.1.1)



2. Objectives After the readings of Antonio Rodriguez books, TLW create Venn diagrams and graphic organizers to compare and contrast the 3 authors’ works at 100% accuracy (synthesis). After the completion of the Venn diagrams, TLW examine the three Cuban authors and see their uniqueness writing it down in their journals at 80% accuracy (analysis). After a lesson on folktales, TLW compare a Cuban folktale to one from their own culture at 100% accuracy (evaluation). After a research on their culture, TLW develop a poem about their family heritage at 90% accuracy (synthesis).



3. Assessment & Evaluation Initial The teacher will read the books of Antonio Rodriguez to the class. TLW make Venn diagrams about and graphic organizers comparing and contrasting the works of the three authors. The students will analyze the Venn diagram and write in their journals the uniqueness of each Cuban author. Informal The students will compare a Cuban folktale to one from their own culture through research on a computer. Formal The students will make a poem about their family heritage.



4. Introduction to Lesson: The teacher will read the books of Antonio Rodriguez to the class. “We are going to study the last Cuban author called Antonio Rodriguez. Let’s go to the reading corner so we can some of his books. First I will read Adivinalo si Puedes followed by Romerillo En La Cabeza and lastly Earthlings, How Weird they are.”



5. Materials Antonio books Jose Marti books Carmen books Paper Pencil / Pen Computers Journals



6. Technology Integration TLW use all the books of the three Cuban authors to compare their works. TLW use computers to find information about their cultures writing.



7. Teacher Presentation or Facilitation: “We are going to study the last Cuban author called Antonio Rodriguez. Let’s go to the reading corner so we can read some of his books. The first one that I will read is Adivinalo si Puedes followed by Romerillo En La Cabeza and lastly Earthlings, How Weird they are.” (Students are expected to listen throughout the reading and pay attention.) “I want to know which one you guys likes more and why?” (The students will be expected to respond.) “We are going to make Venn diagrams and graphic organizers to compare and contrast the three authors that we have studied.” (Students will get out a piece of paper and do a Venn diagram or graphic organizer on the three authors.) “Everyone please take out a piece of paper so we can start are Venn diagrams or graphic organizers.” “I will come around the classroom if any one has questions” “Now I would like the class to please take out their journals. Using are Venn diagram that we just did we are going to analyze it and look for each Cuban authors uniqueness. Then we are going to write down in our journals what we found unique among the three Cuban authors.” “I will come by everyone’s desks and help them if needed.” “Boys and girls everyone can take out their poems of Carmen Deedy and Jose Marti to help you develop ideas.” “Remember that we are going to display all our works in the author study presentation. Please place your work in your portfolios so you can have everything together in one folder.” “Everyone is going to do research on their own culture children’s folktales. So please line up at the door to go to the computer lab.” (All the students will line up at the door.) “Please select a computer and start doing research on your culture folktales. I will walk around if anyone needs help.” (All students will go to a computer and start their search.) “When you find a folktale that has your heritage please raise your hand so I can come look at it and then we can print it out.” (Students will look for a folktale of their culture and ask the teacher if it is al right to print it out.) “I love the folktales that you guys are finding they are great.” “When you are done with this activity please research information about how the culture of an author can influence their style of writing and theme as well. Try looking up each Cuban author’s biography and the Cuban culture.” “As you finish please log off and start reading your folktale and comparing it with a Cuban folktale from one of the three authors.” (Students will log off and read their folktale and analyze it finding the similarities and differences of it to a Cuban folktale.) “Please all line up to head back to the classroom make sure to take all your personal things with you, and use inside voices at all times.” “Once you are all settled in your sits please write down the things you see different and similar of the two folktales.”



7. Teacher Presentation or Facilitation: (Continued) “I also would like all of you to look and see how a culture can influence a person’s style of writing and themes. Please jot in your journals some notes to this and what you find.” “I will be around for assistance.” “After you are all done please place your paper in your portfolios so you can put it out in the presentation.” “Now we are going to make a poem about your own on culture.” “You can use your research notes and folktale on your culture to help you develop ideas to include in the poem.” “As you finish place it in your portfolio and remember that all are work about the authors will be displayed in the presentation to your parents.”



8. Differentiated Instruction ESOL students will be allowed to write in their native language. ESE will be allowed to take the poem home if they need more time. ESE students that have fine motor skill problems will have a cut out Venn diagram that they will fill in their ideas. ADD students will be allowed to write their poems on colorful construction papers so they are able to stay focused.



Day Five Culminating Activity The students will invite their parents in the classroom for the author study presentation. The students will display all their works in the classroom and share it with their parents at the authors study presentation event. The students will have many different centers set up around the classroom where their parents can see the poems which the students made about the authors and their family heritage. The teacher will have a speech in the beginning of the presentation about the author study that they have been learning about. Each student will teach their parents about the three authors. Here the parents are able to see how much their children leaned about these three Cuban authors. The teacher will be going around the classroom talking to the students parents as well and to make sure that the children are teaching their parents about the authors. Works Cited: Jose Marti Ripoll, C Jose Marti. Retrieved November 15, 2008, from Jose Marti Web site:



http://www.fiu.edu/~fcf/jmarti.html Jose Marti Biography and List of Works. (2000-2007). Jose Marti Biography and List of Works. In Lit Web. Retrieved October 8, 2008, from http://www.litweb.net/biography/274/Jose_Marti.html (1995-2008). Jose Marti Obras Completas. Retrieved October 18, 2008, from Poesias Completas Web site: http://www.exilio.com/Marti/Marti.html Carmen Agra Deedy Deedy, Carmen (2006). What's New. Retrieved October 11, 2008, from Carmen Agra Deedy Web site: http://www.carmendeedy.com/ The Call of A Story . Retrieved October 12, 2008, from Carmen Deedy Web site: http://www.callofstory.org/en/call/professional/deedy.asp (08/26/2008). Meet the Authors. Retrieved October 21, 2008, from Meet the Authors Web site: http://www.loc.gov/bookfest/2008/toolkit/authors/bio_ca deedy.html Antonio Orlando Rodriquez Santillana Ediciones Generales S.L., (2008). Antonio Orlando Rodríguez. Retrieved October 17, 2008, from Antonio Orlando Rodríguez Web site: http://www.alfaguara.santillana.es/autor/antonio-orlando-rodriguez/492/ Bardales, Aída (7/15/2008). Antonio Orlando Rodríguez—No Small Feat. Retrieved November 15, 2008, from Antonio Orlando Rodríguez—No Small Feat Web site: http://www.criticasmagazine.com/article/CA65782 97.html



Reflection:



I believe that I developed specific skills all the way through my author study assignment. There is a total of twelve FEAP I chose to do communication, planning, and human development and learning. In the communication FEAP the teacher identifies the need to reach effective communication in her classroom along with obtaining techniques to use. Students and teachers need to have a good communication established between them selves in order to learn from each other. There are many things necessary for teachers to provide to students in order to have the students succeed: opportunities to learn from each other, establish positive interaction in learning environment, and opportunities to receive constructive feedback. There are many things necessary for teachers to provide to students in order to have the students succeed: establish positive interactions between the teacher and students that are focused upon learning, acquire and adapt interaction routines for individual work, cooperative learning, and whole group activities, and practices strategies that support individual and group inquiry. One of the indicators says establish positive interactions between the teacher and students that are focused upon learning. The teacher expects the students to listen and ask questions about the authors and about the books. All the students will develop poems about the author and their own culture as well. The teacher sets up the lessons plans so that the students feel comfortable in asking for help during any activity. The teacher also gives positive reinforcements back to the students every now and then. The second indicator says teachers should provide students with constructive feedback on individual work and behavior. As the students are writing poems and making storybooks they are receiving a lot of feedback from the teacher. As the teacher walks around the classroom he/she gives the students suggestions, support, and feedback on their work. The constructive feedback provides students a chance to reflect on their experiences and sometimes even change their perspective about it. I have noticed that almost all the teachers I have observed use this technique and it is very rewarding. So, as a future teacher I will provide my students the opportunity in receiving constructive feedback throughout the school year. The third indicator says teachers practices strategies that support individual and group inquiry. I showed times where my students will have to work individually and other times in a group. For example, when I have the students complete a worksheet of poems in groups of four. I planned to have times where my students have to work individually writing poems, doing research on their cultures folktales, creating a storybook, and making Venn diagrams. Doing these activities the teacher provided the class a method that sustained doing work by them selves and the children were put into groups of four. So, as a future teacher I will provide my students the opportunity in receiving different methods where the students work alone along with their classmates.



In the planning FEAP the teacher recognizes the importance of setting high expectations for all students, the preprofessional teacher works with other professionals to design learning experiences that meet student’ needs and interests. The teacher candidate continually seeks advice/information from appropriate resources (including feedback), interprets the information, and modifies her/his plans appropriately. Planned instruction incorporates a creative environment and utilizes varied and motivational strategies and multiple resources for providing comprehensible instruction for all students. The indicator says identifies student performance outcomes for planned lessons. I expect my students to listen and pay attention all the time to the teacher as she/he reads the books to them. I also expect the children to learn many facts about the authors through the videos shown to introduce the author study. I planned my lesson plans so that my students acquire their writing skills used to write poems, storybooks, and folktale. Another thing I expect the students to be prepared to share all their assignments with their parents in the author study presentation. The students also have to know the three authors very good in order for them to teach their parents about the three authors. The second indicator states plans activities to promote high standards for students through a climate which enhances and expects continuous improvement. I planned my activities so that my students had to use their prior knowledge in order to complete the assigned activity. I also planned my activity so that students realize their prior learning’s can lead into their future life. For example the students have developed poems about Jose Marti. I expect the students to use their prior knowledge about Jose Marti to create the poem. The third indicator says plans and conducts lessons with identified student performance and learning outcomes. I planned my lesson so that all students can ask the teacher questions about the three Cuban authors. The students learning outcome that I planned is to be able to write poems, make storybooks, research information about their cultures folktales, and give a presentation to their parents about all three authors using their all their completed assignments. In the human development and learning FEAP the teacher draws upon well established human development/learning theories and concepts and a variety of information about students, the preprofessional teacher plans instructional activities. One of the indicators says the teacher uses previously acquired knowledge to link new knowledge and ideas to already familiar ideas. As the students learn about the authors they will be required to make Venn diagram comparing and contrasting the works of all the authors. With the students prior knowledge of the three authors the teacher has all their students teach their parents about the three Cuban authors during the presentation event of the



authors. The students have acquired knowledge through videos, books, and written poems about them. The second indicator says the teacher varies activities to accommodate different student learning needs, developmental levels, experiential backgrounds, linguistic development, and cultural heritage. I will have my students do research on their own cultures folktales. I have different methods for the students that have problems achieving an assignment for example I will provide my fine motor skilled students cut out words for them to glue in their storybooks. These students have a lot of difficulties writing so I will have them only glue the words onto a construction sheet of paper to complete their storybooks. The third indicator says the teacher recognizes learning theories, subject matter structure, curriculum development, student development, and first and second language acquisition processes. On certain activities I plan to have my ESOL students use their native language to develop a poem. The ESOL students will be allowed to use their native language on the assignments in order for them to complete the activity.
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